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Based on the largest near-death experience study in history, involving 3,000 people from diverse

backgrounds and religious traditions, including nonbelievers, God and the Afterlife presents startling

evidence that a Supreme Being existsâ€”and there is amazing consistency about what he is like.In

his bestselling book Evidence of the Afterlife, Dr. Jeffrey Long showed us that there is a strong

scientific case for life after death. Now, he goes further, revealing evidence that God is real. At the

Near Death Experience Research Foundation, Dr. Long studied the stories of thousands of people

who have journeyed to the afterlife. Though there are a wide variety of differences in how people

experience NDEsâ€”some see a bright light, others go through a tunnel, still others experience a

review of their lifeâ€”he discovered that many of the accounts shared a remarkably similar

description of God; a Supreme Being who radiated love and grace.Expanding on his analysis begun

in Evidence of the Afterlife, God and the Afterlife is the first intensive exploration of the people who

have reported going to the frontier of heaven, met God, and have returned to share their journey.

Groundbreaking and profound, it provides new insight into the human experience and expands our

notions of mortality, offering possibility, hope, and comfort.Â 
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According to a Gallup poll, about 5% of the population has had a "life after life" experience. The

author of this book, Dr. Jeffrey Long, is in Radiation Oncology, and has been studying Near Death

Experiences for 15 years. He writes: "I was fascinated by the mystery of how people whose hearts



had stopped were having conscious experiences that they often later considered to be the most

profound of their life. 'With blood circulation stopped, shouldn't lucid and prolonged consciousness

be impossible?' I asked myself....So if we are curious about what happens when we die, it makes

perfect sense to listen to those who ACTUALLY nearly died or even experienced clinical death."In

1998 Dr. Long founded the Near Death Experiences Research Foundation. It has a website if you

search it. With the accessibility of the internet, Dr. Long was able to reach out to many people who

had experienced NDE, and has sent out a detailed questionnaire of 100+ questions to over 4000

people in 23 languages who have had NDE experiences. The questionnaire explores their NDE

narrative, and changes which happened AFTER their NDE experience.Some reflections in Dr.

Long's database by NDEers: "Leaving my body confirmed to me that we can exist outside of the

physical body." "We definitely live on - eternally. There is NO death. Simply a passing or return to

home." "I was aware that I was somewhere magnificent and when I was surrounded with people I

knew were dead - I was filled with love and felt loved."What this book contains, says Dr. Long, is the

largest scientific study of NDE's. His goal was to have a "scientifically rigorous view of the afterlife".
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